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Abstract
The basis of all sequence comparison is predicated on evolutionary relationships, or 
homology.  The more similar are two protein (or nucleic acid) sequences then the greater 
the probability that they are descended from a common ancestor, and hence more likely 
to have a similar function.  One of the first steps in the characterization of a 'new' protein 
is searching existing databases to find other proteins that are sufficiently similar so that 
functional and structural characteristics may be inferred.  An understanding of the ways 
in which such comparisons are performed may help the scientist be more effective in 
performing such searches and interpreting the results.

1. INTRODUCTION
The sequences of nucleic acid that code for and control the expression of proteins that are 
every part of our growth and development are not immutable.  Random changes in nucleic 
acid maybe be selected for or against in different circumstances and therefore may or 
may not be passed on to subsequent generations.  Thus, over time, evolution acts to cause 
sequences with common ancestry to diverge.  While the changes degrade the original pattern 
it can be still possible to recognize similarity with a descendant through the use of primary 
sequence analysis.  Sufficient similarity between two sequences implies that they have a 
common ancestry and thus share function.  The advent and success of genome sequencing 
projects has boosted interest in the ability to align new sequences of unknown function 
with those already in the database as this provides a quick way to identify and annotate new 
sequences.  These putative annotations can then be tested in the laboratory for accuracy.  
Of course, the accuracy of these annotations will depend on the level of identity between 
the new sequence as well as the coverage of the alignment between the new sequence and 
the suggested homologue.  Methods used to align sequences vary.  The features, benefits 
and limitations of some of these methods are the subject of this chapter.

2. PRIMARY SEQUENCE COMPARISON

2.1 Nucleic acid and protein
It is possible to compare sequences of nucleic acid, protein or combinations of the two.  
Nucleic acid comparisons are more limited than protein comparisons.  They are composed 
of essentially only four bases, and scoring methods are simply set for matches and 
mismatches.  This means that the identity between two sequences needs to be quite high 
for any similarity, or common ancestry, to be made apparent.  Proteins on the other hand are 
composed of twenty different amino acids.  The  chemical and physical properties of some 
of these amino acids similar, so the scoring methods used in comparisons allow more than 
simple match and mismatch scoring.  Instead, it is possible to compare two amino acids 
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and give a positive score for replacements that, for instance, conserve features such as size 
or charge, and a negative score where side chains share no similarities.  This extra latitude 
in the scoring of protein comparisons allows for higher sensitivity than the corresponding 
nucleic acid search.  Thus, protein searching is preferable when searching for distantly 
related homologues.
 For example, here are two sequences (METR_SALTY and ALSR_BACSU) which are 
both transcription regulation proteins.  If the DNA sequences are aligned the result shows 
that there is an area of high identity in common but this is only a tiny fragment of the two 
total sequences and would be unlikely to appear significant in a database search:

  SEQ IDENTITY 86.36%;  SEQ CONSERVATION 86.36%;
  Matches    19;  Conservative    0;  Mismatches   3;  Indels   0;  Gaps   
0;
          **** ********* **** **
Db   2579 tttgttccgcaaccagcctggc 2600 

Qy    642 tttgatccgcaaccggccttgc 663 

Note that in this alignment only matches and mismatches are allowed.  Matches are indicated 
by an asterisk and mismatches by a space.
 However, if the corresponding protein sequences are aligned the result is very different, 
and shows that the two sequences are related over their entire length.  This alignment would 
certainly appear significant in a database search, and in fact when METR_SALTY is used 
as the query against SWISS-PROT this alignment appears within the top ten:

  SEQ IDENTITY 26.16%;  SEQ CONSERVATION 58.23%;
  Matches    62;  Conservative   76;  Mismatches  99;  Indels   6;  Gaps   
4;
          .*..**. . *. .   .. **  *. **..**.*. .**. .*  *. *  . . .*. 
Db      1 MELRHLQYFIAVAEELHFGKAARRLNMTQPPLSQQIKQLEEEVGVTLLKRTKRFVELTAA 60 
Qy      2 IEIKHLKTLQALRNSGSLAAAAAVLHQTQSALSHQFSDLEQRLGFRLFVRKSQPLRFTPQ 61 
          **..*.     * **.....  .     .*  * *..   .  . * * . ..*   * *
Db     61 GEIFLNHCRMALMQIGQGIELAQRTARGEQGLLVIGFVGSATYEFLPPIVREYRKKFPSV 120 
Qy     62 GEVLLQLANQVLPQISRALQACNEP---QQTRLRIAIECHSCIQWLTPALENFRASWPQV 118 
           ...    .   *  * .*..*. .    * ...**          * *. .***.**  
Db    121 KIELREISSSRQQEELLKGNIDIGILHPPLQHTALHIETAQSSPCVLALPKQHPLTSKES 180 
Qy    119 EMDFTSGVTFDPQPALQQGELDLVMTSDILPRSGLHYSPMFDFEVRLVLAPDHPLASKTQ 178 
          ** ***  * ..  . . .. * .   .* . **. * ...   .  ..* .*.* .*..
Db    181 ITIEDLRDEPIITVAKEAWPTLYMDFIQFCEQAGFRPNIVQEATEYQMVIGLVSAGIGMT 240 
Qy    179 ITPEDLASETLLIYPVQ-RSRLDV-WRHFLQPAGISP-LLKSVDNTLLLIQMVAARMGIA 235 
           .*
Db    241 FVP 243 

Qy    236 ALP 238 

Here, matches are indicated by an asterisk and mismatches by a space as before, but related 
or 'conservative' substitutions are marked by a period.
 In the case of sequences where only the nucleic acid is known for sure (from a genome 
sequencing project in the absence of biological data, for example), it is useful to be able 
to convert this sequence into hypothetical protein and search that against a database of 
proteins.  It is also possible to search with examples of proteins you might have an interest 
in against genomic databases to find new members of the family.  Conversion of nucleic acid 
sequence into protein relies on getting the reading frame right and also having a sequence 
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that contains no sequencing errors that might change the reading frame.  Programs exist 
which cope with both of these eventualities, but it is worth mentioning as a complication 
to be addressed in the methods selected.

2.2 Databases
Sequence databases are treated more fully in chapter 2, but the following serves as a brief 
introduction.
 Currently there are a number of databases available for searching which are curated 
by various organizations.  In the US the usual source of DNA data is GENBANK 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/index.html), the European equivalent is EMBL 
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/embl/index.html) and the Japanese DDBJ (http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/) 
is also available.  These databases are all derived from the same sources and so there is a 
great deal in common.  It is unlikely that there would be much point in searching GENBANK 
and EMBL for instance as all the sequences in the latest version of one would also be 
expected in the latest version of the other.  For proteins the US source would be PIR, and 
in Europe the choice is wider with SWISS-PROT and TrEMBL.  SWISS-PROT is much 
smaller than PIR because the curators are very discerning about when sequences get into the 
database.  The benefit of this is that SWISS-PROT is very high quality and the annotations 
are exhaustive.  TrEMBL exists to fill the gap between PIR and SWISS-PROT as it contains 
the sequences that are not sufficiently verified to be in SWISS-PROT itself but are likely 
to appear in the PIR database.  Often sites will contain a hybrid of the SWISS-PROT and 
TrEMBL databases; for instance, the European Bioinformatics Institute at Hinxton Hall 
near Cambridge offers SWALL (or SPTR), which contains the high-quality annotation of 
SWISS-PROT as well as the weekly updated translation of all protein coding sequences 
from EMBL.
 These are not databases in the typical sense of the word, e.g. an SQL database.  Their 
structure is completely flat and they each have defined formats.  The SWISS-PROT and 
EMBL databases have a similar format to each other.  PIR and GENBANK are in different 
formats.  To combat this many databases are available formatted into the simple FASTA 
format which strips the data of much of the annotation and leaves a simple sequence format 
plus the necessary accession numbers to go back to the source database to retrieve the full 
entry.
 For example, this is the SWISS-PROT entry for ALSR_BACSU as extracted with SRS 
at the EBI:

ID   ALSR_BACSU     STANDARD;      PRT;   302 AA.
AC   Q04778;
DT   01-FEB-1994 (Rel. 28, Created)
DT   01-FEB-1994 (Rel. 28, Last sequence update)
DT   01-MAR-2002 (Rel. 41, Last annotation update)
DE   ALS OPERON REGULATORY PROTEIN.
GN   ALSR.
OS   Bacillus subtilis.
OC   Bacteria; Firmicutes; Bacillus/Clostridium group; Bacillales;
OC   Bacillaceae; Bacillus.
OX   NCBI_TaxID=1423;
RN   [1]
RP   SEQUENCE FROM N.A.
RX   MEDLINE=93286000; PubMed=7685336;
RA   Renna M.C., Najimudin N., Winik L.R., Zahler S.A.;
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RT   "Regulation of the Bacillus subtilis alsS, alsD, and alsR genes
RT   involved in post-exponential-phase production of acetoin.";
RL   J. Bacteriol. 175:3863-3875(1993).
RN   [2]
RP   SEQUENCE FROM N.A.
RC   STRAIN=168;
RX   MEDLINE=98015417; PubMed=9353933;
RA   Presecan E., Moszer I., Boursier L., Cruz Ramos H.C., De La Fuente
V.,
RA   Hullo M.-F., Lelong C., Schleich S., Sekowska A., Song B.H.,
RA   Villani G., Kunst F., Danchin A., Glaser P.;
RT   "The Bacillus subtilis genome from gerBC (311 degrees) to licR (334
RT   degrees).";
RL   Microbiology 143:3313-3328(1997).
CC   -!- FUNCTION: REGULATES THE EXPRESSION OF THE ALSSD OPERON FOR
CC       ACETOIN BIOSYNTHESIS.
CC   -!- SIMILARITY: BELONGS TO THE LYSR FAMILY OF TRANSCRIPTIONAL
CC       REGULATORS.
CC
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
CC   This SWISS-PROT entry is copyright. It is produced through a collaboration
CC   between  the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics  and the  EMBL outstation -
CC   the European Bioinformatics Institute.  There are no  restrictions on  its
CC   use  by  non-profit  institutions as long  as its content  is  in no  way
CC   modified and this statement is not removed.  Usage  by  and for commercial
CC   entities requires a license agreement (See http://www.isb-sib.ch/announce/
CC   or send an email to license@isb-sib.ch).
CC
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
DR   EMBL; L04470; AAA22221.1; -.
DR   EMBL; Z93767; CAB07788.1; -.
DR   EMBL; Z99122; CAB15619.1; -.
DR   PIR; A47126; A47126.
DR   SubtiList; BG10470; alsR.
DR   InterPro; IPR000847; HTH_LysR.
DR   Pfam; PF00126; HTH_1; 1.
DR   PRINTS; PR00039; HTHLYSR.
DR   PROSITE; PS00044; HTH_LYSR_FAMILY; 1.
KW   Transcription regulation; DNA-binding; Acetoin biosynthesis;
KW   Complete proteome.
FT   DNA_BIND 18     37       H-T-H MOTIF (BY SIMILARITY).
SQ   SEQUENCE   302 AA;  34333 MW;  BCA4DF5CF95A3E33 CRC64;
     MELRHLQYFI AVAEELHFGK AARRLNMTQP PLSQQIKQLE EEVGVTLLKR TKRFVELTAA
     GEIFLNHCRM ALMQIGQGIE LAQRTARGEQ GLLVIGFVGS ATYEFLPPIV REYRKKFPSV
     KIELREISSS RQQEELLKGN IDIGILHPPL QHTALHIETA QSSPCVLALP KQHPLTSKES
     ITIEDLRDEP IITVAKEAWP TLYMDFIQFC EQAGFRPNIV QEATEYQMVI GLVSAGIGMT
     FVPSSAKKLF NLDVTYRKMD QIQLNAEWVI AYRKDNHNPL IKHFIHISNC QQTRTKESDA
     GT
//

The same entry can be saved from within SRS as a FASTA file and appears as follows:
>sw:ALSR_BACSU Q04778 ALS OPERON REGULATORY PROTEIN. 
MELRHLQYFIAVAEELHFGKAARRLNMTQPPLSQQIKQLEEEVGVTLLKRTKRFVELTAA 
GEIFLNHCRMALMQIGQGIELAQRTARGEQGLLVIGFVGSATYEFLPPIVREYRKKFPSV 
KIELREISSSRQQEELLKGNIDIGILHPPLQHTALHIETAQSSPCVLALPKQHPLTSKES 
ITIEDLRDEPIITVAKEAWPTLYMDFIQFCEQAGFRPNIVQEATEYQMVIGLVSAGIGMT 
FVPSSAKKLFNLDVTYRKMDQIQLNAEWVIAYRKDNHNPLIKHFIHISNCQQTRTKESDA
GT
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The FASTA version contains far less information, although the information it does contain 
is enough to allow retrieval of the full entry at a later time.
 Databases can be sourced from a number of FTP servers, and both the EBI and NCBI 
offer downloads of the public databases.  However, these sites also offer the tools necessary 
to search the databases via the web or e-mail such that it is rarely necessary to have a local 
copy in order to search it.  The sites will offer a number of methods for searching these 
databases and it may be confusing as to which one should be used.  The next section will 
introduce the common methods available and discuss how they are implemented and what 
are their respective advantages and disadvantages.

3. SEQUENCE COMPARISON METHODS

3.1 Basic terms
Sequence comparison ideally depends on comparing every letter in the query sequence with 
every letter in the database.  As the database grows the amount of work involved would 
increase proportionally.  In order to reduce the workload it is possible to make assumptions 
about the comparison process and take shortcuts.  As these shortcuts are based on the learned 
features of searches they are referred to as heuristics.  Methods using these shortcuts are 
described as heuristic methods.  Methods which do not use these shortcuts but compare 
every possible combination are called exhaustive methods (and indeed would be physically 
exhausting to carry out).  Since an exhaustive method is simply described by a mathematical 
equation, it is also referred to as an algorithm.

3.2 Exhaustive algorithms
Methods for sequence searching that are exhaustive must compare every possible combination 
of letters.  It is possible to approach this problem by a process of iterative recursion, but 
for a simple matching pair of 1000x1000 letters there would be 10^600 possible paths, 
rendering simple recursion completely impractical.  A better method is known as dynamic 
programming. This was used in the first method applied to sequence analysis by Needleman 
and Wunsch (1970).  Smith and Waterman refined the use of dynamic programming in their 
best local similarity method (1981).  
 Features of the Smith and Waterman algorithm are that it will produce an alignment 
of the best matching sub sequence between two pairs of sequences.  As it is an algorithm 
this is guaranteed within the limits imposed on the algorithm by the scoring table and gap 
penalties used.  By being exhaustive the algorithm does have high computational demands 
which is regarded as the main disadvantage and motivation for the development of heuristic 
methods.  There have been solutions to this problem for some time as will be discussed 
later.

3.3 Heuristic methods
As already mentioned, it is possible to reduce the work needed to find the best similarities 
in the database through the use of educated shortcuts. As the databases grew beyond the 
capabilities of generally available computer hardware when using exhaustive algorithms, 
heuristic methods were introduced to address this performance gap.
 FASTA (Pearson and Lipman, 1988) limits the areas compared to those regions of 
strong homology by considering words (ktuples) rather than single letters.  This significantly 
reduces the time taken to search a database compared with the use of Smith and Waterman 
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on the same hardware, in return for a slight loss of sensitivity in a typical search.
 BLAST (Basic Local alignment Search Tool) (Altschul et al., 1990) performs a fast 
scan of the database to highlight areas which have interesting runs of matching characters.  
These areas are then examined in more detail to pick out the actual alignments.  The original 
version of BLAST did not allow for gapped alignments; with version 2 this enhancement 
was introduced.  The sheer speed, range of features and now gapped alignments have 
done a great deal to encourage the biological community to accept BLAST as the standard 
sequence searching tool.  In fact, "BLASTing" a sequence has entered the common language 
of the biologist and is often the only tool used despite there being obvious problems with 
the approach, which will be discussed later.

3.4 Accelerated methods
Even as faster heuristic methods have been introduced the size of the available databases 
has continued to grow rapidly.  Improvements in sequencing have meant that not only are 
the databases growing enormously, but the number of searches needing to be performed has 
also risen dramatically.  Initially, acceleration was used to counter the moves towards using 
heuristics.  Large, multi-processor supercomputers were used to run Smith and Waterman 
searches.  Collins and Coulson (1984) implemented the algorithm on the Digital Array 
Processor (DAP) and later Brutlag et al. (1993) on the MasPar SIMD parallel computer .  
The disadvantage of these systems was their expense.  To counter that, others developed 
implementations using Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) or similar technologies 
which brought the same performance as the supercomputers down to a tenth of the cost.  
As these hardware based systems developed they also included implementations of the 
heuristic methods.  More recently, improvements in general purpose computer systems 
aimed at multimedia have been utilized to accelerate Smith and Waterman without the 
need for special hardware.  Very fast implementations of the algorithm now exist that run 
standard PC hardware and bring the search speed into the area previously occupied by 
the heuristic methods.  This development complicates the decision about whether to use 
exhaustive or heuristic searching methods as the speed and cost of the two is now very 
similar.  A discussion of the sensitivity of exhaustive and heuristic methods may shed some 
light on the issue.

4. UNDERSTANDING THE BASICS OF SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT
Sequence alignment is not a difficult process to understand.  The dynamic Smith and 
Waterman algorithm is simpler than the later heuristic methods and the behaviour of the 
algorithm can be precisely predicted.

4.1 Aligning a pair of sequences
Computer science has found many ways of string matching, the simplest of which is to test 
for exact matches.  Of course, this requires that the sequence one is hunting for exists in the 
database as an exact match of the whole sequence or a subsequence therein.  It may be of 
some limited use to find exact matching subsequences, but for the biologist this approach 
is not ideal as sequences tend to vary in length and include mismatches.  Finding inexact 
matches in the database is still fairly simple, but the introduction of gaps into the equation 
makes the problem much more difficult.  This is where dynamic programming is useful in 
solving the problem.
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4.1.1 Dotplot
Taking the example of two sequences, the problem is expressed as an X by Y matrix with 
a sequence along each axis.  This is rather like a dot plot which involves the insertion of a 
dot at each point in the matrix where a letter in one matches a letter in the other.  Runs of 
letters will produce a diagonal line, insertions or deletions in either sequence will appear 
as a sideways or vertical step in the diagonal.  Mismatches will appear as gaps along the 
diagonal.  Dot plots are a useful way of visualizing a pair of similar sequences, particularly 
with nucleic acid sequences, as shown in Figure 1.

4.1.2 Dynamic Programming
Dynamic programming is used by biological sequence searching methods such as the 
Smith and Waterman algorithm.  The Smith and Waterman guarantees to return the best 
local similarity.  It does this by computing all possible paths in the matrix and returning the 
best score based on the values in a scoring matrix and the specified gap penalties.  While 
the scoring table can be quite complex it is best to first consider the use of a simple match 
matrix such as would be used for DNA searches.  In addition, although most programs use 
non-linear gap penalties - where the first dash costs a high amount and following dashes 
cost less - the simplest form of the Smith and Waterman uses linear gapping where every 
dash costs the same.

Figure 1. A comparison of a section of two Pyrococcus genomes.  Diagonal lines indicate regions of matches.  
Since this comparison compared both strands matches can appear as diagons from the bottom left to top right 
and from the bottom right to top left.  Where the diagonal line steps this indicates an insertion or deletion from 
one sequence or the other.
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For nucleic acids, the match matrix is as follows:

A C G T

a 1 -1 -1 -1

c -1 1 -1 -1

g -1 -1 1 -1

t -1 -1 -1 1

For the method to work properly the cost of inserting a gap should be higher than having 
a mismatch.  This means the gap penalty should be at least -2, but in practice a value of -3 
works better so that is what will be used in this example.
 The Smith and Waterman algorithm is calculated as a series of cells, as in Figure 2. 
Here the letter X corresponds to the position in the match matrix that is being calculated.  
The result can be expressed as the following equation:

x = max((a+match),(b-penalty),(c-penalty),0)

For each comparison in the match matrix the program needs to calculate each of the terms 
and place the highest value into the matrix.  The contents of previous cells will then be 
used to calculate subsequent cells for every letter in the query versus every letter in the 
database.  The value of x can never be less than 0, which explains the last term in order for 
the best local similarity to be reported.  Other methods exist to do end to end alignments 
and so do not need this final term.

Figure 2. Single (example) cell used to calculate score in the Smith and Waterman algorithm.
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 In order to see how this equation works we can step through a working example. 
Consider these two sequences:

tttattccgcaaacagcctg 
tttgttcgcaaccagcctg

The optimal alignment of these two would be:

*** ** ***** *******
tttattccgcaaacagcctg
tttgtt-cgcaaccagcctg

This alignment is made up of 17 matches, 2 mismatches and one indel.  Given that set 
matches to score +1, mismatches -1 and indels -3, the Smith and Waterman score for this 

Figure 3. Calculating the highest score when comparing tttattccgcaaacagcctg with 
tttgttcgcaaccagcctg.
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alignment should be (17x1)+(2x-1)+(1x-3) or 17-2-3=12.  Stepping through each cell in 
the match matrix shows how this score is built (Figure 3). At each stage the cell calculated 
is derived from the above equation and the arrows on the table point to the source of the 
winning value.  In this table there is a single horizontal gap inserted.  Substituting the 
preceding values of a=1, b=0 and c=4 into the above equation shows that the winning value 
would be 1 and is derived from c, a horizontal step.
 Matching a pair of sequences will return a single score which identifies the point in the 
matrix that attained the best score.  This score is a direct result of the number of matches, 
mismatches and indels in the pair of sequences.  A pair which are very similar will return 
a high score, a pair which are dissimilar will return a low score.

4.1.3 Searching a full database
A complete search of the database involves comparing the query sequence against every 
sequence in the database.  Typically there will be hundreds of thousands, if not millions, 
of sequences to be searched.  Each sequence is compared in turn with the query sequence 
and the best local similarity score returned.  At the end of the search the scores are sorted 
and presented to the user ranked starting with the highest score which represents the best 
matching sequence in the database.  Since a score for every sequence is returned it is possible 
to accurately calculate the statistical significance of any individual score.
 The time taken to search the database is a direct result of the number of cells in the X 
by Y matrix and the comparison speed of the implementation.  For example, if a 1000 base 
sequence is compared against a database with 10,000,000 bases then the program will need 
to complete 10,000,000,000 cells.  For a DNA search it will actually have to do this search 
twice because it will need to also compare the complement strand.  Thus, for a Smith and 
Waterman capable of 50,000,000 comparisons a second (the speed of a typical fast PC in 
early 2002) this search would take 200 seconds for each strand.  The accelerated methods 
described earlier such as MPSRCH are capable of over 1,000,000,000 comparisons per 
second and would reduce this search down to 10 seconds per strand.  A real database such as 
EMBL 67 actually contains 3,316,180,073 bases and so the time taken even with a program 
as fast as MPSRCH (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/MPsrch/) is still significant.  Other methods of 
comparing sequences exist, such as the current heuristics BLAST and FASTA, and there 
are also other methods which trade speed for simplifying the search process, but they are 
all more limited than doing a pure Smith and Waterman as shown in the next section.

5. COMPARISON OF THE COMMONLY USED METHODS
At the moment by far the most commonly use method is BLAST.  The program is widely 
available on internet based services as well as being freely available to run on local 
computers.  It has low hardware requirements and is simple to use.  Also in common 
use although far less than it was in the mid 1990s is the FASTA package.  Slower than 
BLAST but considered more sensitive it still has a place in the tool box.  Finally, Smith and 
Waterman is still regarded as the 'gold standard' as it is based on dynamic programming.  
Other methods are becoming more widely used but are not specifically based on primary 
sequence searching.  Fold threading and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) methods exist and 
have interesting niches which are outside of this discussion.  Often the fold threading and 
HMM methods are based on the use of dynamic programming anyway and this section 
aims to identify the common features of searching with heuristics and exhaustive methods 
using simple scoring tables.
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 For the purposes of this section, three programs will be used, BLAST 2 from NCBI, 
FASTA 3 and SSearch 3 from the FASTA package.  BLAST and FASTA are heuristics, 
SSearch is an implementation of the Smith and Waterman algorithm.
 Speed is an issue which often decides the algorithm of choice.  The following 
benchmarks were run on a 600Mhz Compaq Alpha 21264 running the Linux operating 
system:

Program METR_SALTY (276aa) ARP_ARATH (536aa)

BLASTP 2.1
(Heuristic) 4 secs 10 secs

FASTA 3.3
(Heuristic) 20 secs 25 secs

SSearch 3.3
(S and W) 240 secs 565 secs

Both BLAST and FASTA are much faster than SSearch.  BLAST is typically 50x faster, 
FASTA 20x.  However, the new generation of Smith and Waterman implementations are 
much faster than SSearch.  For example, MPSRCH 4 returns the following performance:

MPSRCH 4.0 
(S and W) 17 secs 30 secs

Here it can be seen that Smith and Waterman can be just as fast as FASTA, and only slightly 
slower than BLAST, so the decision whether to use the heuristic or exhaustive methods 
becomes more about the benefits of using the various methods.
 BLAST has a significant advantage in that it has been widely adopted and so various 
researchers have modified the original and bolted on new extensions that bring new features 
to the program.  No other program is available that offers the ability to compare a wide 
variety of sequence types in many ways.  However, what few general users know is that 
the BLAST method compromises sequence sensitivity in ways that mean it is not always 
the best tool for the job and certainly should not be the only tool ever used.
 The first revelation is that for short sequence searching, BLAST is inappropriate.  It is 
often wrongly used to search protein databases with short peptide sequences (<20 residues).  
At this length, BLAST will rarely return any results.  This may lead users to assume that 
their peptide does not exist in the database.
 As a test, the following sequence can be run against the database with BLAST:

KPRPQQFIGLM

This sequence exists in the SWISS-PROT database along with a number of variants.  A 
Smith and Waterman search will return these results, BLAST will not.
 This behaviour of BLAST also has a negative effect on the sensitivity of the program 
to distant homologues.  As the sequences diverge the ability of the program to spot runs 
of matching words falls and so obvious alignments that a Smith and Waterman search 
would see are not returned by BLAST.  This problem becomes more marked further down 
the output set and with some families of proteins it is seen that BLAST can miss 30% of 
significant hits.
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 The final problem with BLAST is that the statistics it uses are not based on the score 
for every sequence in the database.  For this reason, BLAST generates an estimate based 
on the alignment seen.  This can result in alignments having a significance attached to 
them which is wildly different from that shown in a Smith and Waterman search where the 
statistics are based on the distribution of scores for every sequence in the database.
 While none of the above means that BLAST is an unusable program, users should 
keep them in mind when using the program and where possible use other methods too.  It 
is also possible to reduce the effect of some of these by tweaking the search parameters of 
BLAST, but again users can never be sure that they have done everything possible to limit 
the effects as there is no frame of reference.

6. EFFECTS OF SEARCHING PARAMETERS

6.1 Parameters available
Programs are provided with defaults for their parameters as a starting point.  If the 
parameters did not work, they would not be there.  Users are encouraged to explore the 
range of parameters programs offer as it is unlikely that the defaults will return the full 
potential of the program.
 The typical parameters for a sequence searching tool are scoring table, gap penalty and 
various filters.  Scoring tables are the first place to look when searching a database.

6.2 Scoring tables
While nucleotide searching uses a simple scoring table with +1 and -1 for matches and 
mismatches, protein searches have a much wider range of choices.  Point Accepted Mutation 
(PAM) (Dayhoff, 1978) and BLOSUM (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992) tables are offered by 
most sequence searching programs.  In the case of PAMs, the lower the PAM table the more 
strict the scoring.  Thus, a search with PAM 1 will result in only the very closest sequences 
appearing in the output and will also result in alignments being severely truncated.  PAM 
100 is substantially more relaxed and is a good starting point for a search.  PAM 200 is 
more relaxed still and will bring in more distantly related homologues and again extend 
the length of alignments seen.  The optimal PAM score depends on the family of proteins 
being searched for and it is easy to go too far and bring in noise to the data set.  PAMs can 
be explored easily though and should be.  A similar behaviour is seen with BLOSUM tables, 
although the lower numbered tables are the more relaxed ones in this case.  As standard, a 
number of programs have chosed BLOSUM 62 as the default but other values should be 
explored for the same reasons as for PAMs.

6.3 Gap penalties
Now that BLAST has gaps, it is sensible for users to try and vary these just as they have 
done with FASTA and Smith and Waterman searches over the years.  Gaps usually have a 
cost for starting a run of dashes and another lower cost for extending the run.  It is likely 
that if alignments are being truncated then lowering the opening and extension penalties a 
little will return more significant hits.  As with scoring tables, being too relaxed will cause 
noise to be injected into the results set.
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7. CONCLUSION
Primary sequence searching is a very common process and is tending to be taken for granted.  
Getting the best out of any program is still very dependent on the method used and the users 
themselves.  The various methods available, and those that will no doubt appear, have benefits 
and disadvantages.  Although it is impossible to cover every eventuality in detail, we hope 
that we have shown the reader that being aware of the differences between the methods and 
knowing how to tweak the search conditions, will bring dividends.  Additionally, it is as 
well to be confident that not being able to find a 'hit' does not mean that something obvious 
has been missed, and valuable research time has not been wasted.
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